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Abstmct
The framework was developed for evaluating the cancer induction mortality risk due to the prolonged

exposure to the fallout Sr-90 in the environment, which was released by the atmospheric nuclear detonation

tests, through dietary intake by considering the effect of foods and feeds iport to Japan. The risk evaluation

fimnework presented was composed of thrw sub-models: the model foe evaluation of the global circulation of

Sr-90, the model for evaluation of Sr-90 concentration in foods and dietary intake, and the model for the cancer

induction mortality risk. Te mortality risk by the radiation-induced leukemia was evaluated based on the

NUREG/CR-4214 model. The model was applied on the reference Japanese for past half century to evaluate

the historical variation of the health risks.

The new framework is presented and discussed on their feasibility to apply on the health risk evaluation

due to the low-level and prolonged exposure to radionuclides in the environment. Te possibility to use some

kind of bio-maikers are discussed to evaluate the potential health risk in advance before the risk w be

actually detected.

Keywords: Fallout radionuclide, Strontium-90, Cancer mortality risk, Mathematical model, NUREGICR-
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1. Introduction

The recent environmental monitoring data shows that the deposition of fallout SOO to the land surface

has decreased to the lower level these years. However, their radioactivity can easily be dected in an

environment and foods, and has sll been a source of the ow-level and prolonged radiation to the general

public through dietary intake pathway Especially Japanese depends almost seventy percent of foods/feeds

on the foreign countries, so that the Japanese health risks are closely related to the global scale of radioactive

fallout. Here in this study, the mechanistic mathematical model is developed to relate the fallout Sr-90

released into the global atmospheric environment with the cancer induction mortality isk of the reference

Japanese, without introducing the black boxes into the total models as possible.

The health risk evaluation related to the environmental radionuclides has so many and much common

factors with the health risk evaluation for the non-radioactive hazardous contaminants in the environment.

The model could be applied effectively on the non-radioactive contaminants related health risk evaluation. At

the same time in the risk evaluation fields, new techniques have been developed and widely used. For
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example, we can now use the molecular and cell

biological experimental techniques to determine the dose-

response relationships at the DNA, chromosome arid/or
cell level more sensitive than at the sornatic: level. These Atomos re

new techniques and knowledge might help for evaluating Z

directly the potential health risks due to the low-level and s U
prolonged exposure to both radioactive and non-

radioactive contaminants in the envirom-nent. The

framework for the health risk evaluation is discussed.

Cn

2. Exposure to Fallout Sr-90 thmugh Dietary Intake od

Pathway

Human body

2.1 Exposure evaluation modd

The mathematical model was composed of three Fig. Dietaray intake pathways of
sub-models (Morisawa et als., 2000a: Shirnada. et als. radioactive fallout Sr-90

1996). The first one is the global atmospheric crculation sub-model to determine the Sr-90 deposition rate to

the earth surface. The second one is the exposure evaluation sub-model to determine the dietary intake for

life span considering the international food/feed trade, and the last one is the health risk evaluation sub-model

to determine the Japanese Sr-90 body burden and the mortality risk through cancer induction.

The interrelations of three sub-models are shown in Fig.l. Global environment was vertically separated

into four layers; stratosphere, troposphere, land/ocean surface and deep land/ocean, and laterally separated into

ten longitudinal zones with the exception for ocean compartments as is shown in Fig.2. After a in the model

used in this study, the earth was divided into the 54 compartments and the mass-balance relationship of Sr-90

in each compartment was described to get 54 ordinal dilferential equations as follows.

d(K)/dt:=1(1nflow),j - 7, (Outflow),j - 2 pK (1)
i i

Where the dependent variable
rth orthK means the radioactive Surface ani A,

mass inventory of Sr-90 in the Ocean Oc Ocear n
ocean

i-th compartment (Bq). ou
P&C

(hfflow),, and (Outflow)j, 0C

mean Sr-90 input to the i-th

compartment from the
Deep /TTgK7

neighboring jth compartment tic 1= C/
(Bq/month) and Sr-90 output 0C k5cean LL

Ocean
from the i-th compartment to

the neighboring j-th Z

compartment (Bq/month). Fig. 2 Ocean corn artment model
p
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The k means the physical decay constant of 100. N40- 50 zone

Sr-90 (2.89xl0-'month-', 28.8 years). 80'-

The mathematical model (the set of 10 - 0 Observed
0 60'

ordinal differential equations) was solved I

numerically for the past half century usmg the N 40

record of nuclear detonation tests kind, 20 -o Simulated

magnitude, location and time of detonation: C?

JAI, 1985) and the related environmental 5 1970 19 1080 -- 199-5 1990
year

parameters Morisawa et als., 2000b). Fig.3 Sr-90 deposition rate simulated for

N40-50 zone and their observed value

2.2 Results and its reliability 0.35 ......

An example evaluation of Sr-90 0.30 -
deposition is shown in Fig3 together with the 0.25 -
observed data (NIRS, 1963-1999). Fig.4 and 0'E'aO.20 -
Fig.5 show the Sr-90 concentration in polished 0 Simulated

W 15rice and the dietary intake by the reference
Japanese, respectively. These results show 0.10 Observed
that the estimates given by the model 0.05 0
simulations fit well with the observed (NIRS,
1963-1999). f960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990

Year
Fig.4 Comparison of the estimated Sr-90

concentration in rice with the observed

3. Health risk due to the exposure to fallout 0.8 ........................

Sr-90 R 'O.7
3� 6

0 0.5
93 0.4

3.1 Sr-90 concentration in bone i alculated
The Sr-90 concentration in bone was KO.3 reserved

estimated by ug the retention function A 00 I

reported by the CRP 1972), based on the 10 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990
Year

dietary intake of Sr-90 shown in Fig.5. Ihe Fig.5 Comparison of the calculated dietary
estimated results are shown in Fig.6 together intake of Sr-90 with the observed

with the observed (Japanese Agency for Science and Technology, 1963-1992). Fg.6 shows that the

estimated Sr-90 concentration in bone of the reference Japanese fits well with the observed.

32 Cancer induction risk evaluation

The NUREGICR-4214 model (USNRC, 1993) was modified for evaluation of the lukemia induction

mortality risk due to the low-level and long-term exposure to the radioactive fallout Sr-90 through dietary

intake pathway. The results are shown in Fg.7 together with the estimates for Cs- 137. Fg.7 shows that the

Iffe-span mortality risk due to the leuken-da induction is larger in Sr-90 than in Cs-137, and that the mortality

risk is aready reduced to the lower level recent years. Fig.7 also shows that the Japanese life-span mortality

risk due to the fallout Sr-90 is reduced to less than 10-' level for the Japanese who was borne after 1970's.
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The peaks at 1945 in Fig.7 are due to the Iw 500: -
y - (A) Age cohort - 4 years old)

disturbance of the Japanese population .4,M '-

statistics after the World War IL Observed (Max, mean & niin)300'
The Japanese oective averaged

200 alculated (Range)
mortality risk due to the leukemia induction

100'
is evaluated and shown i Fig.8 for the

specific annual dietary intake of flout Sr- W60 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990
Year90 and Cs-137 respectively. The mortality

risk gradually decrems dim years with a 250
(B) Age cohort (5 - 19 years old):

small peak in 1986 due to the accident of 200.
Observed (Max, mean & min)the Chernobyl nuclear power plant. The 150

expected annual excess death in Japanese Calculated (Range)

by the leukemia nduction due to the dietary 100 
50 llf4ill Z

intake of fallout Sr-90 is shown in Fig.9 - .00

together with the observed total Japanese ?960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990
rA

annual death by leukemia. Year
W 200.
U Elder than 20 years old:

150-
4. New strategy for risk evaluation Observedmean TI:L)

100 -due to the low-level and prolonged
Calculated (Range)

exposure 50,
00 11,11 all"

4.1 The critical group evaluation 4 060 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990
rA

As is shown in Fig 7, the lifespan Year
leuken-da mortality risk due to the exposure Fig.6 Comparison of the observed Sr-90

concentration in Japanese bone
to fallout Sr-90 has been kept less than the with the calculated

IW level for all Japanese age group, which 10-4

is sometimes refined as the de-mininds risk
-51 10 . ........ ............ ...... .......... 4...........4........... ............

level. We can only estimate the low level
Sr-90

of risk by using s model, but it may be 6
& 10 . . ........ .. ..... . .......

impossible to determine the level of risk 7
7

directly, for example, by the 91.1Z 10 . . ........ ........................ ........... ...........

rA

epidemiological survey. This fact suggests
10- 8.

that a new harnework is required, if we 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000

try, to manage the low level of health risks Birthyear
Fig.7 Japanese lifespan leukemia mortality risk

due to the prolonged exposure to the due to the continuous lifetime dietary
radionuclides in the environment. The Sr- intake of fallout Sr-90 and Cs- 1 37,
90 induced leukemia may be an outcome estimated for each birthyear

that appears at the members of the high-risk group who has the idiosyncrasy sensitive to the radiation, and at

the same time, who has the singular food habits that may result in the larger exposure dose. If this hypothesis
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is worth for consideration, we should 10-6
try to get information and data of the -7

10 . ..... ...... S 90
8

idiosyncrasy distribution among :t4 10 . ..... .... .......... .............
CA 9

Japanese. These year te molecular 10 . ........ .........................
-10

and cell biological techniques to detect 0 C ............. S.................. ................. .................
CZ ... .................. ............ . .................. .................. .................

10 .....................the mutations and/or gene induction 0.
2

' I O - ................. .................. .................. ................. . .................are to be applicable to obtain some
-13

10
promising bio-markers and bio- 19451950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000

sensors to evaluate quantitatively the Year of radiation

cancer induction and/or mortality risk. Fig.8 Japanese collective average leukemia
lifespan mortality risk due to the annual

The gene diagnosis and gene therapy dietary intake of Sr-90 and Cs-137

may be introduced in near future, ad during each year of radiation

20 :. . . . !. . 0
the probability of the genetic O- O�,e�'ed'de,th'by'le'uke'mi'a'

idiosyncrasy and the genetic high 1 15 . ................ ................... ................... ................... ................. 40001 L.

group may be identified to pevent the Estimated (Upper) 'O Estimated (Central):
................ .................... :................. ................... ................. -30002.z!

10
occurrence of the genetic diseases.

It will be impossible to observe -005 ......... .................< 2000........... T.. .... .......
the events less probable than 10-6, but Estimated (Lo

3 A O 1000
maybe the events with 10- level of 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000

Year
probability. If some quite rare Fig.9 Comparison of the estimated annual excess death

by leukemia due to the dietar
disease may happen at the high-risk y intake of falloutSr-90 with the total observed annual death by leukemia

group who are idiosyncrasy sensitive 0.12

with 1 O' level of probability and at the
0 .1 0 .................. ................................... I...............................

same time have the singular food
> ' 0 .0 8 ..............................................................

habits also with 10-3 level of ..............
N 0 .0 6 ........... ......... I................I.............................

probability, the somatic radiation O,

effects with 10' level of probability 0.04 .......... ....................................................

may be determined. If we can uses 0.02

the bio-markers and bio-sensors, much O-W.003 0.027 0.051 0.075 0.099

more sensitive to radiation and easier Dietary intake of Sr-90 (Bq/person -day)
Fig. 0 Distribution of dietary intake of Sr-90,

to detect than the effects of individuals, estimated by Monte Carlo simulation

it will be promising for us to develop

the framework for managing the quite rare health risks.

For example, Fig.10 shows die stochastic distribution of Sr-90 dietary intake in 1992, which suggests

that the upper 99.99 percentile estimates of the Sr-90 dietary intake is about seven times as large as the mean

value.

4.2 New risk evaluation framework

In the radiation protection field, the health risk evaluation framework is constructed ainly depending

on the human data for example given by the epidemiological survey, but independent on the test animal
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experiniental data. The basic fiwnework for te cancer mortality risk evaluation is simply expressed as
follows.

(Cancer mortality risk) (Cancer mortality risk) (External dose)
(External dose) (Sr-90 deposition)

x (Sr-90 deposition) x (Nuclear detonation tests) (2)
(Nuclear detonation tests)

It should be noted that the equation is universally true, and no need to be validated. Here, the "exterrial dose'

means the dietary/respiratory intake of Sr-90. Te first term of the right-hand-side of the above equation is

now specified based on the epidemiological survey, for example, of the Hiroshuna/Nagasaki A-bomb vctims.

If we can introduce the internal doseand the bio-markers change", eq.(2) is to be expanded as follows.

(Cancer mortality risk) (Cancer mortality risk) (Bio-makers change)
(Bio-markers change) (Internal dose)

(Internal dose) (External dose) (Sr-90 deposition)

(External dose) (Sr-90 deposition) (Nuclear detonation tests)

x(Nuclear detonation tests) (3)

Here, the internal dose!' means the Sr-90 content in the target organsItissues where Sr-90 may accumulate and

cause cancer. The cancer induction risk can be related with the internal dose through bio-markers change, for

example, by the absolute and/or the relative cancer risk evaluation model. Tbe athematical cancer model

could also be applicable. The internal exposure can be evaluated from the external exposure, for example, by

the ICRPs compartment model and/or the Physiologically-based Parmacokinetic (PBPK) model.

If we can introduce the test animal experiments and/or the cell level biological experiments, the

framework shown by eq.(3) may be expanded as follows. Here the "health risk" is used in pce of the

"cancer mortality risk" in eq.(3) for the general illustration of the framework, and the trm following the

"extemal dose'in eq.(3) is summarized in one term, External dose"" in eq.(4).

(Health risk)Huam (Health risk)�� (Change in bio-maiker)H..
Mealth risk)��(Change in bio-marker)&,.�

(Change in biomarker)a../(Intemal dose"

(Change in biomarker)r...J(Intemal dose"..

(Health risk)k� (Change in biomarker)r,,-,,w

in biomarker)&� (Internal dose)-,�.

(Internal dose)��(Extemal dose"
x -

(Internal dose)Tt..,j,,w/(ExtemaI dose)p..jnw

(Internal dose)%,.&� x External dose" (4)
(External dose)-r.�

Here each term of the right-hand-side of eq.(4) can be determined by the releva nt survey, the well designed

experiments and/or the appropriate models.

When we use the animal experiments, we should deal with the inter-species extrapolation error. In the

fiamework shown in eq.(4), the inter-species extrapolation error is to be dealt with separate in three parts: The

first one is the error at the somatic level between human and test animal shown in the first term of the right-
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hand-side of eq.(4), the second oe is the error at the tissue and organ level shown in the second tenA ad the

third one is the enor in the perfon-nances of hazardous materials between human and test artimals shown in the

fifth term of eq.(4). The products of these three inter-species extrapolation eirors will give the conventional

inter-species extrapolation en-or (sometimes alled as "uncertainty fctor) defined as follows.

(Health risk)H./(Extemal dose) H..

(Health risk�r....w/(External dose)r. .,.a

To apply the new health risk evaluation framework, we should design and allocate the new procedures to

identify the relationships defined in eq.(4).

5. Summary

The radioactive fallout Sr-90 released to the global atmospheric environment was related with the

leukemia induction mortality risk of the reference Japanese hrough dietary intake pathways considering the

foods and feeds import. 'Me simulated dietary intake, the concentration in human bone and various foods,

and deposition rate to the land surface fit well with observed value for past half century. The Iffespan

mortality risk was estimated to be little bit larger han 1 Cr6 for the Japanese bom before 1970 and less than IV

for the Japanese bom after 1970. The excess annual death by the lmken-ua induction due to the exposure to

the fallout Sr-90 was estimated no more than 10, which wl be ipossible to iden* in the 125 millions of

Japanese populations.

New framework was presented to evaluate the health risk by itroducing the more sensitive experiments

using the test animal and/or the cultin-ed ells. This new fiwnework may play the important role for

evaluating totally the health risks caused by the exposure to both radioactive and non-radioactive pollutants in

the environment.

This study was financially supported in part by the Grant-in-Aid of Scientific Research, Ministry of

Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Japan by the contract No.50026340.
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